TUTORING OPPORTUNITY NOTICE #30

Tutoring/Mentoring Opportunity

Any Brooklyn Tech student with a passion for electronics may be interested in this paid tutoring/mentoring opportunity. The student to be mentored is a gifted, homeschooled 8-year-old who has developed a strong interest in electronics. A mentor/tutor is sought to help guide the boy's further explorations in electronics for approximately 2 hours per week after school, in the Fort Greene neighborhood, a few blocks away from Brooklyn Tech. (Additional hours possible.)

The boy has been working his way through the MAKE: Electronics book and creating basic circuits on a breadboard; he is filled with excitement about the material and eager for someone to discuss it with him in detail and help deepen his understanding. The tutor need not be in the electronics major, but enthusiasm for the subject matter is a must.

Tutor should have experience working with children, either as a tutor, babysitter, or mentor, and references that can attest to this experience. Apply with a resume plus cover letter explaining why this position appeals to you, and detailing the hours you would be available.

If you are interested email cover letter and resume to bths.internship@gmail.com In the subject line: Tutoring Opportunity Notice #30. If you have any questions or need additional information see me in my office ....Mr. Honor

DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 2012

Important Note: If you are selected for the internship, please inform Mr. Honor immediately via email at: bths.internship@gmail.com